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Vale 2019 Handbook 

Welcome to The Vale LRP. This handbook covers the game rules used by the system at all our events. 
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Our Site 
Our events are all held at Huntley Wood, ST10 2NS www.huntleywood.co.uk where the two camps are set 

out with an out of character area between them. 

The events are camping-based weekends so bringing a tent, sleeping gear, spare clothes and some 

waterproofs are the necessities. You should also consider bringing food and drinks, cooking and eating 

utensils, a torch, towel, wash kit, sun cream, and any medication you require for a weekend away from 

home. 

Arriving Early 
The site is available from 4pm on the Thursday. You may arrive after this time but there will be an 

additional fee to turn up before the event start on the Friday.  

You may also be interested in helping with the setup of the event, for which we may discount your early 

arrival. Please talk to anyone in the Game Team at the event for more information. 

Facilities at Events 
The site provides toilet block and shower facilities at each camp. Fresh water can be obtained from each 

toilet block, and from stand-pipes around the site itself. 

Site facilities include: Car Parking, Camping Area, Fire Pits, Water Standpipes, Showers, & Toilets. There will 

be game team on site 24h that can cover first aid during the whole event. 

FIRST AID 

Qualified male and female first aiders will be on hand to deal with any medical problems or accidents. They 

are available at each Ref Area in the camps, or at the Games Desk. Information given to the first aid team 

will be considered confidential unless needed by ambulance or other medical professional personnel. 

SECURITY 

The site has a controlled opening system, and various cameras oversee areas which the Game Team use. 

Refuse bags can be obtained in each camp from the Ref Area. 

  

http://www.huntleywood.co.uk/
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Rules 
Breaking our rules, intentionally or not, is cheating and is considered a serious offense. A first offense may 

include a warning, but further offenses will include you losing your characters or being removed from 

events. Deliberately leading someone else into cheating also counts as cheating. 

Rules exist to be an aid to role-playing, not the basis of it. Please act in the spirit of how they are written, 

not just the letter of them. Refs and other Game Team can only make decisions based on the information 

they have at hand; if they feel it is necessary, they will consult with the Head Ref before deciding. 

The aim of the events is to create an environment where you can live role-play and have fun. 

Game Calls 
These calls are only used by Refs at the game. 

Time In 
This call will restart action after a Man Down, Time Freeze or Time Out call. A Ref will also you the Time In 

call to start an Event. 

Time Out 
All IC actions are suspended by this call, remain where you are. At the end of an event there is a special 

Time Out call after which no IC actions may be taken. 

At the Time Out at the end of an event you must hand you character cards and remaining soul shards 

back to your camp Ref. 

Time Freeze 
When you hear this call, stop all actions, close your eyes, and remain still and silent until Time In is called. 

In-Character 
Apart from areas designated as Out of Character (OOC), all areas are In-Character (IC) for the entirety of 

time-in. 

Personal tents are OOC areas unless they are being used for IC purposes, in which care those areas will be 

considered IC areas. Items of an OOC nature should be placed with boxes with clear OOC labels attached to 

them. 

Character Pack 
Upon arrival at the game site on the Friday after 11am you should pick up your character pack at the 

Games Desk. 

This will include: Character Cards, Soul Shard, Item Lammies, Lore Sheets, any Cards that you character has 

the use of throughout the weekend. 

Going Out of Character 
A person with their hand straight up in the air above their head is deemed to be not present IC. Before 

going OOC you must cross from the IC area, stopping all IC actions. If you are found within the Vale moving 

around OOC and are not travelling directly to your camp, you may be asked to explain to the Game Team 

what you were doing there. 
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Toilets are considered an OOC area and as such you cannot perform IC actions there. 

Laminated Cards (lammie) 
A lammie is a laminated card detailing powers granted to a character from various sources. If the lammie is 

for an item, it must be attached to that item for the item to have the power. If given to a character from a 

ritual, they must be held with other character cards. 

Each lammie will have an effect, a character name, an issue date, an expiry date, and an official stamp.  

Laminated cards that are given to your character should be kept safe, they will not be reissued; unless they 

have been damaged or altered by a REF. 

If you steal a lammie from another player via the search or pick pocket skills, then you must take it to the 

Games Desk, and have it reissued to you. 

If you are found in possession of Item Lammies that are not attached to an item, they will be removed 

from you. 

Referee (Ref/s) 
Any interpretation or ruling given by a Ref will be valid for that occasion only. Permanent rules change or 

clarifications can only be made in a valid publication. 

Should you have cause to question a decision made by a Ref you must accept their decision on the spot. 

After the event you may refer it to the Head Ref. 

Each faction has a Camp Ref, with a second who takes control if they are not there. 

The Ritual Circle has its own Ref, the head of operations at the Games Desk is considered a Ref, there is a 

Crafting Ref, and the Head Ref. 

You can spot a Ref as they will be wearing either a Black Tabard with a stylised “R” on it, or a belt pendant 

with a stylised “R” or it.  

Refs are responsible for answering rules queries and ref’ing complex encounters and combats. They can 

answer most rules questions by may refer you to the Head Ref. 

Rule of Double 
This rule applies to your Hits, Armour, Spell Cards and Technique Cards. All these values are limited to a 

maximum of double your base value, however the effect occurs. The various effects can be gathered from 

items, ritual magic, rites, or spells. 

Safety Calls 
Anyone hearing a safety call should stop what they are doing immediately are follow instructions from a 

Ref or Game Team members, or until IC actions are restart using the time-in call. Safety calls are all OOC. 

Please do not use any of these calls IC. 

Man Down 
This call can be used by anyone, when someone suffers a real, OOC, injury of any type. If you hear this call, 

stop what you are doing, and move clear of the injured person to allow First Aid crew to reach them. 
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Fire 
Should you see a fire that is uncontrolled or dangerous please use this call.  

Non-Combatant 
Anyone who is concerned for their OOC safety or well-being whilst is a combat situation may call ‘Non-

Combatant’, raise their hand in the air and move away from the situation. At this point they are no longer 

able to take IC actions and should not be struck. 

The ‘Non-Combatant’ should move a short distance away before taking placing themselves upon the 

ground with a wound to the chest location. This call cannot be used to remove yourself from combat to 

benefit your character; it is there for your personal safety. Should it abused be prepared to explain to a 

Ref. 

Ask for a Referee 
In a roleplaying situation where it may be inappropriate to put your hand in the air but are still concerned 

for your OOC well-being, or are uncomfortable with a situation, you may request the presence of a Ref. 

Monsters with Global Hits 
A very small number of monsters exist which only have a single allocation of hits for their entire body. This 

location always counts as the Chest. However, Sever effects will cause the loss of a limb, and Fatal effects 

will cause the loss of 5 hit points. 

Weapons 
The players are responsible for taking their hits and for taking care not to hurt one another. All blows must 

be pulled to reduce the force of impact. If you unsure of your combat skill, please check with members of 

the Game Team; there are always people willing to help you learn to fight properly. 

Safe blows should not cause pain or bruising to your opponent. Stabbing with any weapon, even those 

describes as ‘thrust safe’ is not allowed. Physical contact of any kind, other than striking with a weapon 

phys rep is not allowed: This includes encircling your arms around an opponent, using shields as a weapon, 

shield barging, and body checking. 

You may not strike faster than 1 blow per second; with the weapon travelling at least 3’ or the complete 

length of the weapon whichever is greater.  

The striking of the head/neck location should only be done as a last resort and extra care should be taken 

with any blows to this area, especially with polearms and other large weapons. 

Players that repeatedly act in a dangerous manner will be asked to refrain from combat. 

Weapon Safety 
Every weapon, shield, armour, etc, must be checked by a one of the game team for safety. Within each 

faction there are responsible checkers who will approve you items for play. If items are deemed unsuitable 

it may be removed to a secure location until the end of the event. 

Weapons may be re-checked throughout the event, if the weapons checkers deem it necessary, as 

weapons can degrade over time. 
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Dagger 
A one-handed bladed weapon between 7-18”. Cannot be used to perform techniques. 

Knife 
A one-handed bladed weapon between 9-18”. Can be used to perform techniques. 

Sap 
A one-handed blunt weapon between 7-18”. This is the only weapon able to perform subdual damage. 

One- Handed Weapons (1H) 
Any weapon from 18-42” in one hand. When used with a shield, you may only use a maximum of a 36” 

single-handed weapon. 

Two- Handed Weapons (2H) 
Any weapon from 42-60” in two hands. Can use a staff to perform techniques. 

Polearms  
Any weapon from 42-84” in two hands. Using a polearm is subject to a competency test. 

Projectiles 
A crossbow or bow with a poundage no more than 30. Projectile weapons can only be used during daylight, 

and are replaced with the use of any One-Handed, or Two-Handed Weapon at night. Using a projectile 

weapon is subject to a competency test. 

Staff 
A staff can be from 36-72”. Once over 42” must be used in to hands to fight with. Cannot be used to 

perform techniques. 

Claws 
In each hand 12-24”. Using claws is subject to a competency test, and you should contact a ref concerning 

the claws you wish to use before the game. 

Firearms 
A short pistol, a long rifle, a small derringer, or potential a grand blunderbuss. These weapons are should 

be pinned to allow the use of caps (provided). Firearms must not be used in melee combat and should be 

placed aside if caught in combat and collected later (this is for safety!). 

Ambidextrous 
You can use a second weapon in your off-hand, but neither weapon can be larger than 24” 

Thrown 
You can throw a coreless weapon up to 18” to cause damage. A character may only throw one object at a 

time. Thrown weapons may not be used in melee combat. Note: if you do not have the skill, do not 

randomly throw usable objects.  

Armour 
Armour must cover 50% of a location to be considered covered, but once a location is armoured it has 

100% coverage (there are no gaps in the armour).  
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To repair armour, you are required to have tools, and the armour cannot be worn whilst it is repaired. 

You can mix and match armour types provided you have the skills. i.e. if you have a plate breastplate with 

heavy leather arms and legs, that would grant you 4-point body armour, whilst 2-point armour in your 

arms and legs. 

Light Armour 
You may wear light armour such as leathers and furs granting +1 Armour Value (AV) per location with a 

minimum of 50% coverage. The head is considered to have a base AV of 1, plus the AV of any headwear 

worn. You can repair Light Armour at a rate of 1AV per minute. 

Medium Armour 
You may medium armour such as hard leathers and chainmail shirts granting +2 Armour Value (AV) per 

location with a minimum of 50% coverage. The head is considered to have a base AV of 2, plus the AV of 

any headwear worn. You can repair Light and Medium Armour at a rate of 1AV per minute.  

You cannot cast high magic in medium armour 

Heavy Armour 
You may heavy armour such as cuir-bouilli leather, chainmail hauberk, and plate (including Norton 

Armouries-style plate) granting +3 Armour Value (AV) per location with a minimum of 50% coverage. The 

head is considered to have a base AV of 2, plus the AV of any headwear worn. You can repair Light, 

Medium and Heavy Armour at a rate of 1AV per minute. 

You cannot cast magic in heavy armour 

Plate Armour 
You may wear plate armour (including Norton Armouries-style plate) granting +4 Armour Value (AV) per 

location with a minimum of 75% coverage. The head is considered to have a base AV of 3, plus the AV of 

any headwear worn. Plate Armour is immune to thrown. You can repair all types of Armour at a rate of 

1AV per minute. 

You cannot cast magic in plate armour 

Small Shield 
You can use a shield that covers no more than 1/3rd of your height from ground to shoulder in any 

dimension or 18” whichever is less 

Large Shield 
You can use a shield that covers no more than 2/3rds of your height from ground to shoulder in any 

dimension or 37” whichever is less 

Combat & Healing 
The body of each character is divided into six locations; Head, Torso, Left & Right Arm, Left & Right Leg. A 

normal unarmoured character can take one point of damage to a location before it becomes useless. The 

skills of toughness increase all locations by an additional one point each time it is purchased. 

Armour absorbs damage and increase the number of times a character can be hit before being 

incapacitated. 
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Locational damage is done in order to: 

Magical Armour > Physical Armour > Natural Armour > Toughness > Location 

Wounds 
When a location on the body is reduced to zero hits it takes a wound (becomes wounded): 

❖ If this effects an arm: anything held in it must be dropped immediately to the ground. 

❖ If this effects a leg: the character must drop to one knee, may not hop, but may drag themselves 

across the ground, or be supported by a friend. If both legs are similarly wounded, they must fall to 

the floor. 

❖ If this effects the head or torso: the character must drop immediately to the ground, unconscious. 

This creates the effect of a mortal wound. 

UNCONSCIOUS 

If you have been knocked unconscious, you cannot see or hear anything that is happening IC around you. 

Please pay attention OOC and be prepared to move if you are in danger from being trampled or if a Ref 

asks you to move. 

Once unconscious your character cannot sustain further injury. 

Death & Dying 
When a character takes a mortal wound, by any means, they must start their two-minute death count. 

Unless some form of healing is started, after two-minutes the character will go into the fugue state.  

During their death count the following actions could occur: 

❖ An execution attempt could occur to reap their soul 

❖ A search of their belongings may take place 

❖ A spell may be cast on them, that cannot be resisted. 

❖ Stay the death count with an effect. 

FUGUE STATE 

When a character has finished their death count; their body is expelled from The Vale. They must place a 

yellow armband on or raise one hand above their heads (the official state for ‘I am not here in-character’) 

and return to their faction camp ref asap.  

REBIRTH 

If you have died but still have 1 or more soul shards remaining, then you are returned to your camp. Please 

find your camp ref to be returned to the game. 

Rebirth is painful, as your character has been forced from the place they died, to your faction’s entry point. 

Upon arrival: 

❖ You have a mortal wound: The power of the camp is keeping you alive, but barely. You may move 

around slowly and painfully and require healing from a surgeon before you can act properly. If you 

go outside you camp’s barrier you will immediately enter the Fugue State, and should return to 

your camp ref. 

❖ Armour you are wearing is on 0.  
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❖ Spells that were running at the time of your death are subject to a Dispel Magic from the Vale, 

unless otherwise stated (i.e. Curse of Decay would still be running). 

You must report to your camp ref for rebirth and cannot enter play without your Camp Ref placing you 

back in the world. 

EXECUTION ATTEMPT (REAP SOUL) 

Using the reap soul skill, another character may attempt to perform an execution on a dying character: 

❖ Only one execution may be attempted on a dying character. 

❖ During the attempt the targets death count is reduced to 0 but their transfer to the fugue state is 

suspended until the execution result. 

❖ The executioner must appeal to their faction’s deities beseeching them for the power to take the 

soul of the target. 

❖ An execution takes one minute 

❖ If the execution is attacked, resists a spell, stops their incantation, or moves further than 10’ from 

their target the execution fails. 

❖ Otherwise the execution succeeds. 

When an execution succeeds the target of the execution must hand over one or more soul shards to the 

executioner; they immediately enter the fugue state. If more than one soul shard is to be taken the 

executioner must show the appropriate card to the target. 

When an execution fails the target immediately enters the fugue state. 

The token taken from a player is an out-of-character item, and as such cannot be used for anything until it 

is returned to the Games Desk; there they will change it into a Soul Currency which you can spend in many 

ways in the Vale. 

SEARCH ATTEMPT 

Whilst a character is dying, they may be subject to a search. This takes one minute to perform. The 

searcher will provide a Search Value (SV) from their character card or lammie, and the target will provide 

them with the first item that has less than or no Conceal Value (CV) including any resources or coinage 

they are carrying in unprotected pouches. Subsequent or concurrent searches may provide more. 

If a pouch is found containing multiple items that are not concealed, then all non-concealed items are 

garnered from it. 

The magic of The Vale attempts to stop creatures from taking anything, so it is it protects creatures, as 

much as anything else. 

SPELLS ON THE DYING 

Most spells are wasted on a dying creature, but three are specifically for those that are on their death 

count: 

❖ Heal <x>, repairs the location from wounded to 1 in that location. If this repairs a mortal wound the 

creature may awaken, provided they have no other mortal wounds. 

❖ Coup De Grace, immediately ends the death count of the target, sending them to the fugue state 

❖ Curse of Decay, stays on a target through the fugue state, preventing healing.  
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FIRST AID 

A very basic healing form; this stifles a mortal wound, delaying the death count; two hands must be placed 

either side of the wounded location. A physician can use this skill to place a bandage on a location, 

delaying the death count until it is removed. In either case the target is still unconscious until the wound 

has been fixed. Bandages are created with Apothecary. 

Healing 
Healing may be attempt anytime that a character has been taken a wound. This comes in three major 

forms: surgery, apothecary, and magical healing: 

❖ Surgery; within the boundaries of the faction the surgeon can heal a wounded location and restore 

additional hits to locations whilst providing long-term care. Within the Vale, specialised field medics 

can perform limited amounts of surgery. 

❖ Apothecary; physicians can manufacture alchemy for the purposes of repairing wounds, curing 

poisons or diseases. 

❖ Magic Healing; whether from the heal spell, or regeneration spells, they can cure mortal and 

normal wounds. 

No form of healing within the Vale will work on members of an opposing faction. 

Soul Shards 
Each character starts with three shards of their soul. As they grow in power and experience, this can 

increase to six, or seven with an ascension form.  Each Soul Shard costs +2 more than the last one 

purchased.  

Soul Shards can be lost via: 

• Temporary loss from spells as directed by a Referee 

• Event loss from the execution skill of Reap Soul 

• Permanent loss from a myriad of effects, generally performed by the character (gambling, giving to 

a deity, payment of services) 

Temporary Shard loss can be recovered by a skilled physician, or through rites. 

Event Shard loss can be recovered between events. There is no other way to recover this. 

Permanent Shard loss can be recovered with the purchase of the Soul Shard talent. 

Any time a character is reduced to 0 soul shards from either event or permanent shard loss then they are 

irrevocably dead. If they are reduced to 0 soul shards from temporary loss then they are in the hands of 

their deities, and quick actions of their faction.   

When soul shards are removed via event loss, a phys-rep is lost to another character. These phys-reps 

must be taken to the Games Desk and exchanged for Soul Currency to be used in game.  

Permanent loss requires the same process of exchanging your soul shard for currency; once performed it is 

lost from your character unless you pay for the skill again. 
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Resources 
The Vale is a game about garnering the resources from the environment, for use in crafting, and to aid the 

war-effort at home. 

You must have the Gathering skill to gain resources from the Vale. This allows you to find resources from 

Vale Nodes, Raw Resources, and by spotting them in other locations within the game areas. 

Standard Vale Nodes 
These are automated areas that have a timer which will display a code to a compartment located near it. 

The code is the padlock combination. Inside there might also be clues to the location of rare or exotic 

resources.  

There are two common nodes, two uncommon nodes, and two rare nodes, which represent the types of 

resources that can be found in them. 

EXOTIC VALE NODES 

There can be up to 12 exotic nodes, that are not based on timers, but information that must be found in 

game to acquire their contents. 

Raw Resources 
These take the form of logs. They are coloured in 4 ways: 

 Brown & Yellow, are common resources 

 Green & Blue, are rare resources 

These resources must be taken from the Vale to be refined. To refine resources, you must also have the 

Gathering skill.  

If you have further knowledge about resources as a Savant (to a lesser extent Physician) you may get a 

better return. If you are a Scoundrel, you have other avenues that you could net you some resources. 

Types 
There are five types of resource used in The Vale: 

 Metal Ingots, prized by War Smiths for the creation of weapons 

 Crystals, prized by Mage Crafters for the creation of spells 

 Resins, prized by everyone as binding ingredients 

 Powers, prized by Alchemists (and Apothecaries) for the creation of suspensions 

 Mana Crystals, prized by Ritualists, and Crafters. 

Identifying Resources 
Below is one example of each type of resource, to give you an idea of what they look like. 
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Metal Ingots Crystals Resins Powders 
 

Types 

Metal Crystal Resin Powders 
Silver Smokey Black Clear & Red Black 
Black Black Amber Orange 
Blue Blue Black Purple 
Gold Green & Black Green White 
Red Red Red Yellow 

 Yellow   
 

Rites 
Before the change the deities would offer blessings on their creatures, through the power of a relic. Each 

faction owns one of these relics named Eternal Reigns. The Khanate has the Black Mirror named 

Manifestation, and the Alliance has the Fane named Phenomenon. 

Since the recent change in magic, the deities can no longer bless creatures, but instead can provide them 

with teaching that allow them to do the blessings in their names; these are Rites and are performed in a 

circle within the faction’s boundaries away from the raw power of the Eternal Reign. 

Rites are a performance done to invoke power from the deities, either directly by working with them 

(religious rites), or indirectly by working with magic (magical rites). All rites, whether religious or magical, 

are watched by the deities in the faction’s camp.  

They are performed within the boundaries of the faction’s camp, in an area designated for rites. Only one 

such location is available in your faction’s camp. You may only use a rites circle that is aligned to your 

faction; opposing faction’s rites circles are hostile to you, as are their eternal reigns. 
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Further information can be found about rites in The Vale Rites document, which also contains a list of all 

rites. Once a rite is available within a faction, it is also available within any other factions. Characters can 

create their own rites. 

Ritual Magic 
Ritual magic can be used to create effects beyond what can be created from spells or rites. They can be 

used to enchant items, summon creatures, create portals, and grants special powers. A ritual is performed 

by a ritual group, made up of a Ritualist and their contributors, within the ritual area. 

Ritual Skills 
There are two skills concerned with performing rituals: Mage Profession Skill – Ritual Magic, and the 

Common Magic Skill – Ritual Contributor. These skills set the amount of Ritual Magic you can lead or 

contribute to each day, respectively. You cannot use your Ritual Magic Skill to contribute to a ritual, nor 

your Ritual Contributor skill to lead a ritual group. 

The Ref in charge of rituals will have a tally of all those with the skill, and how many points they may use 

each day. 

RITUAL RUNES 

All ritualists are taught all runes. 

Ritual Groups 
Ritual Groups are formed from a single character with the Ritual Magic skill. Other characters with the 

Ritual Magic skill, and as many contributes as they wish to help them perform the ritual. The Ritual Leader 

cannot control more ritual magic than they have skill in; though that power may come from any Ritual 

Magic participant. 

The Ritual Leader can control any amount of power gained from Ritual Contribute. 

A Ritual Group must have at least 10 points of ritual power available to perform a ritual. This can come 

from the Ritual Magic skill, contributors, mana crystals, and crafted items, and money. Vale Resources will 

only improve a ritual if they have been crafted into something. 

If any member of the Ritual Group is not actively participating in the ritual it may have a detrimental effect 

on the ritual. If the Ritualist leaves the area; the ritual being performed finishes immediately, with dire 

consequences. 

A ritual may only have one lead ritualist, they are the focus of the power and should lead the contributors 

in the act of performing the ritual. 

Ritual Site 
The Ritual Site moves around but is always outside the barriers of both camps. It is impossible to perform 

the power of rituals within the boundaries of a faction’s camp. 

During the day the Ritual Site is often within a contested location within the Vale, whereas at night, it is 

often in a protected location which is accessed by the camp rites circles which lead out of the Vale from 

each camp (and is situated on the out of character camping field). 
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At night the circle has specific times dedicated to each faction. These times will be provided to the 

ritualists, and available on request by them, at the Games Desk. 

All rituals must be discussed with the Games Desk before approaching the Ritual Ref. We suggest you leave 

an hour before if you plan to do more than one. The Ritual Ref will be given the paperwork for your ritual 

based on your discussions. 

Performing a Ritual 
A successful ritual must be performed in the area of the Ritual Site using the power granted by the 

Ritualist, their contributors, and other resources they use.  

It takes 5m for a ritual to garner enough power from the area and participants to make a result, and a 

ritual may stop and begin anew before this point without harm or loss. Once past this time frame the ritual 

is active and stopping without completion will be detrimental to all involved. Neither the Ritualist nor the 

contributors can leave without causing an immediate failure. 

There is no set time past the initial period, but powerful effects require power to be gathered. 

Rituals are scored by the Ritual Ref based on relevance, style, and originality.   

Relevance in the performance of the ritualist in explaining the ritual, via vocalisation or words outlining the 

methods of success. It can compromise a ritual if content is not in keeping with the game system and 

setting 

Style is the performance of the ritualist and their contributors, the use of drama involving participation, 

props, costume, lightning, sound effects, music, and other special effects. It can be compromised by poor 

drama, little participation by contributors, or repeating rituals. 

The marks lost in these categories are the limiting factor on the power of a ritual. This is to empathise 

performing good rituals. 

A Ritualist may lead, and a Contributor may participate in as many rituals as they have points left in that 

day. A tally of points used will be kept by the Ritual Ref. This is the number of points taken in the skill, 

minus those put into a ritual to minimum of 1 in each ritual. 

The Site 
The Ritual Site is run by the Vale. The Mana Beast expects it to be a place of peace between the faction’s at 

war and will ruthlessly enforce that practise. Should hostile creatures arrive due to the act of a ritual, it 

expects the factions to clear up such hostiles before leaving the area. If they are unable to do so, then they 

will be forced from the area through death. 

Each faction has a portal in their camp which will direct their characters to the night Ritual Site upon the 

times available to them. 

Entry in is possible, at these times, but you may only leave once you have permission from the Vale, or 

through death. 
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Special Effects 
Special effects can be released at the Ritual Site. If you are unsure about there release you may ask the 

Ritual Ref to safely release your effects: This includes smoke and lighting effects. If you are concerned 

about these sorts of effects, please speak to the Ref in charge before the ritual starts. 

Magic 
Magic requires the spell caster have a spell book into which their spells are laid out and explained, 

including verbals where appropriate. When committing power to their spell cards, they must spend time 

with their spell book open at the correct page. They may do this all in one go at the start of the day, or on 

the fly. Committing power means they put their caster’s mark on each card. 

If they lose their spell book, they will be unable to commit power to spell cards until they recover it or have 

a new one crafted for them. 

Spells require a spell book to cast them, though it is rumoured that there are creatures that will become 

their effective spell book, protecting them from being stolen. 

Spell Casting 
To cast a spell the caster must provide a verbal component, and an action. The vocal must be in English, 

and have the common words associated with them which must be used. It is the responsibility of the 

caster to make sure the target hears their vocals and is aware of who or what is being targeted. 

Until you have performed the vocals and provided a target and use the spell card the spell is not cast and 

can be interrupted. If whilst casting a spell, the caster is interrupted, they must start again. 

Please do not litter your spell cards! 

Concurrent Magical Effects 
You cannot have more magical effects running on you than you have soul shards. Magical effects in this 

way include: 

❖ Spells with a duration longer than 30s 

❖ Rites; where you are the beneficiary 

❖ Rituals; where you are the beneficiary 

❖ Artifacts & Relics bound to you 

❖ Magical servants (familiars, summoned creatures, etc) 

Rites, Rituals, Artifact + items, and mage familiars may use permanent soul shards, reducing the overall 

number of concurrent magical effects permanently.  

Further; if those soul shards are subject to event loss it may make the associated effect in-active. 

Magic & Armour 
Physical armour interferes with the casting of spells: 

• Low magic spells can be cast in medium, or light armour 

• High magic spells can be cast in light armour 

• Ascended spells cannot be cast in armour 

Spells granted to you via rites, rituals or other spells may still be used, if so stated. 
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Techniques 
Techniques can be obtained from various sources. They are all listed here. 

Techniques can be countered in a limited or complete way by: 

• The appropriate use of Block or Turn Aside 

• Using Agility to Dodge 

• Using an Ascension Card to perform Luck 

• Resistance built into armour/shield/weapon, or temporarily given by spells/rites/or rituals. 

In each case the target of the technique should state to the attacker why they how they have avoided the 

effect, or in special cases use the call NOTED. 

When performing techniques, the blow is taken in the following order: 

Blow hits target > Damage from blow > Technique effect 

If you are immune to a weapon for any reason, you are also immune to any techniques associated with it. 

Most techniques listed that they don’t do damage: This is the effect of the technique not causing damage – 

you still take the damage from the hit from the weapon. Thus; a Through hit with a weapon does the initial 

1 from the blow, +3 from the Through technique, for a total of 4.  

 

Warrior Techniques 
Warrior techniques are separated in to basic and advanced. All techniques cost 1 technique card to 

perform. 

Basic techniques require a crafted weapon of superior or better quality to use.  

Advanced techniques require a crafted weapon of masterwork or better quality to use. 

BLOCK (B) 

The wielder can attempt to block a skill with a shield. Skills that can be blocked will be listed on the 

associated lammie for the shield. There is no restriction on what could be blocked by a shield. The wielder 

should raise the shield in defence and call Block.  

CRUSH (B) 

A strong blow from a blunt weapon designed to destroy armour. Armour in the location struck is reduced 

to 0. It does no damage to the target. The wielder should call Shatter (x), where X is the armour location 

being struck.  

DISARM (B) 

This technique targets an opponent’s weapon. When a weapon is struck it becomes useless until repaired. 

This blow causes no damage to the target. The wielder should call Shatter (x), where X is the weapon being 

hit.  

PIN (B) 

Using a projectile to pin a target to the area they are in. If the projectile strikes the target, they are rooted 

for 10s. This blow causes no damage to the target. The wielder should call Root. 
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SUNDER (B) 

A strong blow from an axe designed to destroy shields. Shields struck become useless until repaired. This 

blow causes no damage to the target. The wielder should call Shatter Shield. 

TRIP (B) 

This blow to the legs does no damage but causes the target to be taken off their feet. Three (3) points of 

body contact must be made to the ground. If you are physically unable to accomplish this, you may take 

two steps back and a wound to that location otherwise this blow causes no damage to the target. The 

wielder should call Trip.  

Please do not try to trip your opponent with your polearm! 

STUN (A) 

A strong blow which disorientates its target. The target cannot take offense action and is disorientated 

unable to act in a stable manner for 30s. You can only parry if attacked. This blow causes no damage to 

the target. The wielder should call Stun 

THROUGH (A) 

Does 3 points of damage. The wielder should call Through 

Scoundrel Techniques 
Scoundrels have access to the limited forms of Warrior techniques, that can be used with the small 

weapons they are trained in. 

Scoundrel techniques cost 1 technique cards. 

STUN - SAP 

A strong blow which disorientates its target. The target cannot take offense action and is disorientated 

unable to act in a stable manner for 30s. You can only parry if attacked. This blow causes no damage to 

the target. The wielder should call Stun 

THROUGH - KNIFE  

Does 3 points of damage. The wielder should call Through 

Ascended Techniques 
Require Ascension cards to use. Ascended Techniques require a crafted weapon of magical or better 

quality to use. 

FATAL 

A terrible blow backed by magic which wounds a creature in the chest location, ignoring all armour and 

protection spells. Armour from any source is not affected or damaged by this call. The wielder should at 

least call Fatal 

SEVER 

A terrible blow backed by magic which destroys the targets limb. It cannot be healed by normal means, 

including heal or repair spells, or regeneration. Despite the name it does not detach the limb, instead 

stops it from functioning. Like Fatal; armour from any source is not affected. The wielder should at least 

call Sever. 
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SMITE 

The wielder has been empowered by a deity and call Blessed Magic Through to the call they make. 

Blessed has extra effects to those affected by it. Through does 3 points of damage. 

TURN ASIDE 

You can parry techniques with any weapon that has the capability. Any techniques could be parried with 

a single use of this skill, whether you put your weapon in front of the blow or not. The item card associated 

with the skill will list the effects that can be Parried. You must have your weapon out and in use for you to 

be able to call TURN ASIDE. 

FATAL – KNIFE 

A terrible blow backed by magic which wounds a creature in the chest location, ignoring all armour and 

protection spells. Armour from any source is not affected or damaged by this call. The wielder should at 

least call Fatal. This blow can only be performed with a knife. 

HAMSTRING 

A terrible blow backed by magic which destroys the targets leg. It cannot be healed by normal means, 

including heal or repair spells, or regeneration. Despite the name it does not detach the limb, instead 

stops it from functioning. Like Fatal; armour from any source is not affected. The wielder should at least 

call Sever. This blow can only be performed with a knife 

 

Talent Techniques 

AGILITY - DODGE 

A dance to the side by a creature that understands the ways of combat. This can be used to counter any 

normal technique call (not ascended). The user should call Dodge 

STRENGTH - HEAVY 

A blow from a strong creature that knocks the target back 3 steps. This blow causes no damage to the 

target. The wielder should call Heavy. 

WILLPOWER – RESIST 

A creature can shrug off the effects of a low magic spell. You must use the verbals ‘by the power of my 

will do I resist (x)’. It has the same rules as Spell Guard for use. 

 

Crafting 
All crafting within the world of the Vale is carried out with the use of Crafting Points (CP). Each crafter gains 

a few crafting points as they advanced in their skill, and more can be gained from additional skills, racial 

abilities, rites or improved crafting areas. 

There are four crafters in the Vale; Alchemist, Mage Craft, Wars Smith, and Apothecary. 

ALCHEMISTS 

Using resources and mana crystals to produces limited duration effects. Some Alchemy will not last longer 

than the event that it is made in, but all alchemy is single use. They might produce a candle that when 
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burned adds power to a ritual circle, or oils that when spread on metal armour improve it, or a poison that 

turns the drinker mad. 

MAGE CRAFT 

Casters of magic require numerous items that let them focus their spells. From the humble pages in their 

spell books, to potent orbs that help mages converge into wedges. They also have their hand in creating 

robes, pouches, hidden pockets, and various jewellery items. 

WAR SMITH 

Those that fight on the front line in their armour and with weapons require the work of the War Smith. 

Everything, from the armour, underpadding, weapons, scabbards, quivers, and shields can be made by 

them. They are not limited to war, but also make other useful items that those that sally forth may need, 

like locked boxes, banner poles, and specialist tools to further aid professions. 

APOTHECARY 

This branch of crafting is loosely associated with Alchemists only because they produce limited duration 

effects, but that is where the comparison stops. They understand a different aspect of each of the 

resources and with those aspects can create curative agents that will target specific poisons and diseases. 

Apothecary can also use their crafting points to create items that will aid the physicians in performing their 

role as the healers, from bandages that hold wounds closed, to unguents and elixirs with aid field 

medicine. 

 

Quality 
Crafting used to produce scrolls that could be attached to anything and make it work well, but recently 

these scrolls have failed in power. Instead better-quality items need to be made before enchantments can 

be placed within them. 

From the little that has been learnt, the quality of an item affects the power that can be placed within it. 

There are six ranks of quality: 

Quality Crafter Description 

Poor Any All items are considered of this quality and are free to produce. 
Superior Apprentice A good piece of work. Can be used to hold basic effects. 
Masterwork Artisan A great quality of item. Can be used to hold advanced effects. 
Magical Prodigy An excellent work that is naturally magical. Can be used to hold 

ascended techniques. 
Artifact Genius Powerful magic and combined with the best quality. Examples are the 

Khan’s Axe, or the Shield of Elland 
Relic Genius The best in magical quality. Examples are the Fane, and the Black 

Mirror. 
 

The costs of crafting increase exponentially, in both resources and the effort required to make them. 
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Types of Items 
With the requirement for new goods of all types to be crafted, the crafting guilds have split the workload 

between them: 

Guild Items 

Alchemist Potions, Pastes, Candles, Powders, and Poisons. 

 Power Scrolls, Bandages, and Incense. 

 Alembic, Glassware, Scales, Writing Set, Mortar & Pestle, etc. 

Any Firearms 

Mage Craft Bracers, Sash, Cloak, Robe, Hat, Hood 

 Wand, Rod, Staff, Orb, Charms 

 Ring, Belt, Boots, Necklace 

 Pouches, Pockets, and Bags 

 Coat of Arms, Shield Covers 

 Amulets, and Broaches 

 Books, Vellum, Bindings 

War Smith Weapons 

 Quiver, Scabbard 

 Boxes, and War Chests 

 Flags, Banners 

 Belt Buckles, Mirrors, Lanterns 

 Crafting Tools, Surgeon’s Tools, Scoundrel’s Tools 

Apothecary Bandages, Unguents, and Elixirs 

 

Recipe Book 
Each crafter will know one or more recipes at the start of their career. Over time they will research new 

recipes, which can be added to their recipe books. 

If they wish, they may also teach those recipes to other crafters. The creation cost in the recipe is the cost 

to each side to teach and learn the recipe. 

A crafter that loses their recipe book will be unable to perform crafting until a replacement is made. 

Vale Resources 
At the heart of crafting is the use of Vale Resources to augment normal items into powerful magical items. 

By crafting with them, additional aspects can be understood about each vale resource, leading to aid in 

researching new and powerful effects. 

Each vale resource has four aspects, at each level of understanding a crafter gains knowledge of another 

aspect of the resource, until they have an overall picture of what they can perform. 

Research 
Powerful artifacts and relics have always been available in the Vale, in the hands of the leaders of the 

factions, or the powerful deities. Recently it has come to light that it is possible for crafters to create such 

items for themselves. 
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Little is known about the process of creation, except that an item of exceptional quality would have to be 

created first. It is hoped that items of a magical nature will be able to have a limited amount of the raw 

energy that artifacts and relics can store. 

By harnessing the raw aspects of resources, it should be possible to enhance existing effects, though 

further details are unknown at this time. 

Invocation 
Invocation is used by crafters that merge their own magic into items to allow them to store them for future 

use. Generally, invocation allows the storage of their spells for the event that they are attending, though 

more powerful items can allow a longer duration. 

The first recipe that all invokers learn is how to craft a Pistol that allows the storage of a single low magic 

spell. Once that spell is used, it may be recharged with another spell. Spells used in this way follow all the 

same rules as normal spellcasting, except for the verbals are not used until the gun is fired and the cap 

explodes. 

INVOCATION VERBALS 

The verbals for using Invocation are: 

Low magic - ‘by the power of magic, <effect>!’ 

High magic - ‘by the high power of magic, <effect>!’ 

Advancing a Character 
Once you character survives an event, they will be granted development points based on the lifespan of 

the character: 

 Development Points 

Events 1 - 3 6 

Events 4 - 5 4 

Events 6 - 8 3 

Events 9 - 14 2 

Events 15 - 28 1.5 

Events 29+ 1 

 

Any development points unspent will carry over.  

Note: for existing characters that started at E21 they start at Event 4 for the purpose of working out 

additional Development Points. 

These cannot be spent at an event. They are a representation of your character learning skills, spells, 

techniques, talents and rites between the vale expeditions. 

Learning New Professions 
After character creation any character may decide they wish to learn a new profession. They can do this by 

fulfilling the requirements of the profession, gaining permission from the faction’s academy leader, and 

paying any associated costs. 
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The usual price for learning from a profession that is not your first is 1 soul shard per skill, though if the 

academy’s leader is in the hands of a Distinguished player, they may set any fee to skill teachings. 

NOTE: This only affects those learning from Professions outside of their starting profession. 

When learning a new profession, you only gain access to the skill list you do not obtain any of the skills that 

a starting character would gain. Some, though not all, of those skills can be bought. Others will have to be 

obtained if another way. 

Changing your Character 
If you are unhappy about your character choices and wish to make changes, please contact your friendly 

ritual team, who may be able to help you. 

The Magic of The Vale 
As you character attends the Vale, the magic of the place slow changes your race, purifying and enhancing 

you. Every four events you attend will grant you an additional skill to learn, from a growing pool of skills.  

Skills can only be taken once, unless they are listed more than once, and cannot be taken without pre-

requisites. They do not stack with other skills learnt, except where stated otherwise.  

i.e. If you already have toughness 1, do not buy toughness 1 from racial skills, it will do nothing for you. 

Racial Improvement 
Please find your faction’s Race Guide for more information about racial improvements. 

Ascension Forms (Ascend/Ascended) 
When you are the best you can be but still a normal creature, a patron may help you unlock a better form 

with improved skills you can draw on. 

In the past this was restricted to only being a possessed of the demons, or a chosen of the gods. Now new 

patrons are available if you can find them, and they can guide you to higher power. You can only ever 

achieve one Ascension Form 

Requirements 
To be able to purchase an ascension form you must qualify with the following things: 

• Be ‘Fate-Entwined’ to a specific patron and know who they are, as per the Rite - Entwine Fate 

• Achieve and maintain Excellent Standing with your patron. 

• Have a different costume available for your character once they become ascension which is 

instantly identifiable in a line-up. 

• Have the approval of your Camp Ref and the Head Ref. 

• Have any requirements that the Ascension form needs. 

Please see the document entitled: Ascension Forms for more Information. 

Glossary of Terms 
This attempts to be a complete a-z of all the terms in the game, for easy reference. We will have missed 

some, so it will be updated from time-to-time. 
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‘All in the Sound of my Voice’ 
Only used by REFs. Anyone hearing the spell announced after will be affected by it, unless resisted. Spells 

can only be resisted with either spell guard or nullify magic. 

‘No Effect’ 
If you are targeted by an effect but protected by a ritual or magical item, the call is ‘no effect’. This lets 

characters around you know that the effect cannot be targeted by the spell dispel magic but could be 

subject to a dismiss magic. Generally, this call with have a lammie associated with it. 

‘Noted’ 
You have a spell or rite on you that makes you unaffected by the call without the use of an associated 

dodge or resist call. This lets characters around you know the effect can be targeted by the spell dispel 

magic or dismiss magic. 

Could also be used to notify a creature that is attacking you with a weapon that you have accepted their 

blow. I.e. a through blow on a creature with 5+ hits in a location, will not wound it, but by saying ‘noted’ 

they acknowledge the blow struck them. 

Alchemy 
Temporary items made by an Alchemist. Generally, they have a short duration, but all of them are one-

shot. 

Apothecary 
A variant of Alchemist which specialises in creating healing that aids Physicians heal. 

Armour 
Armour must cover 50% of a location to be considered armoured. Once a location is armoured it has 100% 

coverage. 

Armour is damage in the following order: 

Magical Armour -> Physical Armour -> Natural Armour -> Toughness -> Location 

Magical Armour (MV) will have a value list in the spell or item.  

Armour Value (AV) 
The amount of protection a piece of armour provides to a location. 

Armour Value 

Light 1 

Medium 2 

Heavy 3 

Plate 4 

 

Bane …. (something) 
When a weapon with this call is used to reap soul shards, two shards are taken. The bane effect may 

target a specific race, or an individual name. You must show the target the item card with the Bane effect. 
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Camp Ref 
Has responsibility for the Camp they are assigned to and the Game Team in their camp. 

Faction Barriers 
Each faction has a barrier erected around it and held by the deities held within their eternal reign. These 

barriers are impenetrable to any opposing faction member. By impenetrable; weapons, projectiles, spells, 

skills, and effects are stopped, in both directions.  

There are legitimate ways of passing the barrier:  

❖ The Rite of Access allows a single creature through the barrier. It also gives the creature permission 

to leave whenever they wish. 

❖ Certain creature types are unaffected by barriers. The wraithform spell creates an example of this. 

❖ There are ways to create portals, that could be between camps. These do not grant invaders the 

rights to exit the barrier if their way home is blocked. 

Cards 
Various actions in the game are represented by cards; Talents, Spells, Racial abilities, Rites, Techniques, 

and Physician Specialisations. These are an OOC representation of their character’s available power, and as 

such cannot be stolen, given, traded, or otherwise transferred IC. Players stealing these cards may be 

asked to leave the game. 

When using an effect that requires a card, you should tear the card in two. This should be done 

immediately for most skills, or directly after combat for techniques. Anyone found littering their cards will 

lose their allocation at the event or at their next event, whichever is more appropriate. 

Items may have cards associated with them. They work exactly as other cards would except their lammie 

will determine how many and what type of cards are associated with them. 

Card Type Frequency 

Spells  
You will get issued your allotment once at the start, with a different 
colour for each day of the event. 

Techniques 
Specialists 
Race/Rite You will get issued your allotment once at the start. 

 

Chant 
A chant consists of a constant vocal which must be repeated, if you are interrupted the effect is lost. Whilst 

chanting you cannot run, nor cast another spell, nor perform an action that would stop you chanting. You 

can use the calls of ‘noted’ and ‘no effect’ without breaking a chant. You may use ‘resist’ without breaking 

a chant, if it does not involve casting another spell. 

Character 
The in-game persona you play 

Character Skills 
The way you have built your character from creation and the use of Development Points 
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Contact 
Some effects have a range of Touch. When using these effects have care to avoid inappropriate contact 

and be prepared to move your hands if the target tell you they are uncomfortable. If you or your target is 

at all worried about it, you may use the touch effect by holding your hand 2” away from the target. 

Crafting Ref 
Has responsibility for the crafting and research systems of the Vale 

Dawn 
This is defined as 8am. All effects with a duration less than 1/event used in the previous day, are removed. 

Development Points 
After each event your character survives you gain 6XP which will convert on a sliding scale to Development 

Points. You will gain less development points as your experience goes up. 

Disease 
A detrimental effect with a long on-set time. Diseases do not work until you return to your faction’s camp. 

At which point you must open the rip lammie provided with them. A disease is unable to be cured until the 

lammie is opened. 

Disintegrate 
A more powerful version of shatter that can be used to break anything. Only artifact and relics can be 

immune to the effects of a disintegrate. Magic items affected by a disintegrate can be repaired by crafters 

or ritual magic.  

Dismiss 
Dismiss is a spell effect that can be cast solo or in a wedge to allow greater power to be put into the spell. 

The spell is used to rip power from another creature; whom is usually linked to an external power source. 

This can been seen clearly in its use to stop a creature in Wraithform, by violently pushing it out of its form, 

making it rip back to a safe location, with dangerous consequences. 

Dismiss spells cannot be resisted. The magic passes over you, and either affects you, or doesn’t.  

You will be only be subject to Dismiss if you are carrying one or more lammies/loresheets which detail 

those effects.  

If you are affected by Dismiss: If the value of the Dismiss is higher than your DV then an effect is destroyed.  

The lowest effect with a Dismiss Value is destroyed if the Dismiss Value exceeds it. Excess points carry over 

and could target the next lowest onwards. 

i.e. a spirit mage is wandering around in Wraithform, carrying two items with a DV of 5 each, and their 

spell which has a DV of 10 get hit with a Dismiss of Value 21. This will destroy both items and then the 

Wraithform, instantly killing the mage. 

If you are killed from a successful Dismiss you will lose a Soul Shard to the lead caster of the Dismiss. 

Dismiss Wedge 
When attempting to Dismiss something from the field of battle, it may be an advantage for a group of 

casters to form a wedge with the lead caster directing the spell. All casters in the wedge must be able to 
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cast Dismiss.  As casters join the wedge, they pass forward any spell cards to the lead caster who will 

channel their power.  

Once all cards are passed forward in this way, the lead caster totals the amount based on the levels of the 

spells. The lead must use a third level spell to cast the Dismiss.  

Once the lead has acquired all spell cards, they may break away from the wedge to cast the spell, declaring 

the Dismiss followed by the value based on the sum of the spell cards.  

Eternal Reign 
A relic which allows ecclesiastic characters to communicate with their deities. Each faction has one; The 

Black Mirror is in the Khan’s Camp, and the Fane is in the Duke’s Camp. 

Execute 
This term refers to using the skill Reap Soul to end a character’s life who is on their Death Count. Using the 

Reap Soul skill, or the racial skills of Steal Life/Redirect Life, are the only legitimate ways to execute 

someone. Execution always takes 1 minute to perform.  

There is no self-execution ability, the best you can do is cause a mortal wound. 

Fatal  
Fatal bypasses protections, whether they be armour or spells, and reduces the chest location to 0 placing 

the character on their death count. You cannot normally evade a call of Fatal by any means; Resist / Dodge, 

except with Ascension versions of these effects, though it is possible with powerful artifacts and relics.  

Fatal does 5 damage to monsters. Fatal effects cannot be regenerated by spells.  

Fugue State 
When a character has finished their death count; their body is expelled from The Vale. They must place a 

yellow armband on or raise one hand above their heads (the official state for ‘I am not here in-character’) 

and return to their faction camp ref asap.  

You should take with you any items that have not been looted whilst dying.  

Do not leave items behind on death. 

Game Props 
Game props are owned by the Vale LRP and should not be taken. Game Props are not subject to IC stealing 

rules. If the game places an item within game it may have, a lammie, a rip-lammie, a ref lammie, or no 

lammie associated with it. 

All Game props must be returned the Games Desk at the end of a game. 

Game Team 
These are permanent members of the Vale cast and crew that help run events. They can help the Camp 

Refs with character interactions and situations within their own camp, and act as Marshalls whilst out of 

camp. A full list will be available from the camp refs, or Games Desk 
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Games Desk 
The OOC area where lammies are issued, player packs are obtained, questions are asked, and the head ref 

can generally be found. This includes character creation, character deaths, and the trading of soul shards to 

useable currency. 

Head Ref 
Has seniority over all other Refs and Game Team. 

Healing 
Within the Vale it is only possible to heal a wounded location to 1 hit point regardless of the creature’s hits 

/ location, except in the faction member’s own camp. 

In the faction member’s camp, they can perform long term healing to gain additional hits back. 

You cannot, through magical or mundane, perform healing on characters not of your faction. These 

actions are blocked by the Vale. 

Heroic Death 
Through rite, ritual, or granted skill, a prepared character can use this call only once.  

Once called ‘Heroic Death’ in a very loud manner, the character is immune to all forms of damage (both 

melee and physical spells) and all mental effects except from; relic quality weapons (or ref actions) for a 

period as designated by the success of the skill used to achieve the Heroic Death. This will be between 30 

seconds and 2 minutes. 

At the end of this time, the character is irrevocably dead. They should place their armband on and leave 

the field, taking with them all items, souls shards, and game resources which should be handed into the 

games desk. 

There is no corpse left behind, no soul shards to reap, no items to steal, their patron has witnessed their 

sacrifice as worthy and have taken everything they own to their realms where it will remain forever. 

In Character 
All activities that take place as part of the game. 

In Game 
Anything that happens within the game 

Innate 
A form of casting spells, that does not require the full verbal to be given. Instead the verbals are; 

‘by my innate powers low/high magic <X>’  

Invisibility 
There are various ways to gain invisibility using the racial skills; Camouflage, Meld, and Beneath Notice.  

All forms of Invisibility use the same rules: Once you have enacted the ability which gives you the effect 

invisibility you cannot move at all, you must cross your arms so your hands rest on the opposite shoulder. 

Your hands may only hold each part of the torn card which put you into the form of Invisibility you are 

using. 
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For as long as you maintain this position you remain invisible. If you move at all the invisibility ends. You 

cannot be knocked out of invisibility by another player, and they cannot occupy the space you are standing 

in. 

The Vale hates invisible creatures, and once darkness sets in it kicks all creatures out of invisibility and 

stops them from entering it again until dawn the next day. 

Camping an invisible creature breaks the spirit of the game. 

Lammie 
A laminated card produced by the Vale Games Desk which contains rules for an item or effect. 

Legendary Regeneration 
The target may regenerate once they take their first Mortal Wound, unless that wound was caused by a 

Mithril weapon, or they are subject to the spell Curse of Decay. It will instantly repair all wounds to 1HP, 

and all points of Natural Armour. The decision to regenerate must be taken immediately upon taking a 

mortal wound and cannot be used after you start your death count. Regeneration is a healing effect. 

Lethal  
This call will cause a FATAL type effect in all location. There is no counter to this call, though there may be 

to the application of it. This will cause a creature to be driven instantly from The Vale, as per the rule of 

overwhelming damage. This has the same effect on Monsters. 

Locks 
A locked item will have a thin yellow ribbon attached to it, of varying colours, as denoted by the Lock Lore 

Sheet. 

Lore-Sheet 
A document granting information to a character. This information is known only to them and is details of 

that they have learnt. Lore cannot be obtained from these sheets without the associated cost. They are 

specific to the character and should not be shared OOC or IC, this is considered cheating. 

Magic Armour 
From either spell or a created item; this armour is always damaged first. You can only have one type of 

Magic Armour. It does not stack. 

Mass 
The next call effects everyone within sight of the ref who made the call. This is not a spell call, though the 

effect after it might be. It is to simulate effects of monsters or creatures. This is always a REF call. 

i.e. Mass Knockback would force all players away from the source; Mass Fear would cause unnatural fear in 

everyone. If you are immune to the spell you would still be affected, but if you were immune to Mental (in 

the case of Fear), you would be unaffected. 

Masterwork 
This is an exceptional well-made item, and the best quality of item that is not magical. 
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Melee Weapon 
Any weapon intended for close combat as opposed to ranged combat. If your phys-rep has a core it is a 

melee weapon and may not be thrown or used as a projectile. 

Monstering 
At various times throughout the weekend you may report to the Games Desk to help with the monstering 

of events that are happening throughout the weekend. There will be a list detailing these placed at the 

Games Desk at the start of an event. You should arrive in costume unrelated to your characters. Additional 

information may be on the Games Desk sheet. 

Monsters 
This is a name given to creatures like Abominations and Direkin. They have global hits, natural armour, and 

regeneration. 

Mortal Wound 
A torso or head location is brought to 0. It becomes useless and your character falls unconscious. 

Natural Armour 
A hardening of skin and tissue to grant a natural type of armour. It stacks with other armour types and has 

a normal maximum of +3 from any source, unless otherwise specified. Natural Armour recovers when a 

surgeon performs long-term rest on creatures, or from the regeneration spells to varying degrees. 

Natural Armour can be harmed by the crush technique, or a Disintegrate spell: Location Natural armour is 

reduced to 0 in that location. Global Natural Armour takes +3 extra damage on their Natural Armour. 

Non-Player Character (NPC) 
A character controlled by the Vale Ref Team. They provide depth and colour to the environment. All NPCs 

are appointed by the Game Team and are subject to their approval. 

Onset Time 
The time it takes a poison or disease to start working from the moment it enters the targets system. 

Out of Bounds 
Any area the players are prohibited from entering 

Out of Character 
All activities that concern the player, not the character. 

Overwhelming Damage 
This is when a single spell or effect causes a wound in each location simultaneously. In this case you fall 

over and have a death count of 0. There is no chance to perform any action with a creature that has been 

affect in this way. The call of Lethal is the most common use of Overwhelming Damage. 

Note this can only occur from a single spell or effect, that simultaneously wounds all locations. 

Phys-Rep 
Physical Representation. Without an appropriate phys-rep, an item cannot exist at an event.  
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Poison 
A liquid, salve, or gas which has detrimental effects. Items that are poisoned will have a 10mm blue ribbon 

wrapped around them with a lammie, or rip-lammie associated with the effect. 

Potion 
A liquid, salve, or gas with has beneficial effects. Items that are potions will have a 10mm blue ribbon 

wrapped around them with a lammie, or rip-lammie associated with the effect. 

Range 
Effects can be Ranged, Mass, Touch, or Self 

• Ranged effects are single target, and have a maximum range of 30ft 

• Mass effects will affect anyone that can hear the call. See ‘All in the Sound of My Voice’ 

• Touch effects require physical contact 

• Self-effects only every affect the caster and their equipment. 

Reap Soul 
A skill used by all factions to obtain the shards of opposing faction souls.  

Regeneration 
The target may regenerate once they take their first Mortal Wound, unless that wound was caused by a 

Mithril weapon, or they are subject to the spell Curse of Decay. It will instantly repair all wounds to 1HP, 

and 1 point of Natural Armour. The decision to regenerate must be taken immediately upon taking a 

mortal wound and cannot be used after you start your death count. Regeneration is a healing effect. 

Relic 
These are powerful magic items. If a Relic is also a weapon, it can be used to call ‘Relic’. Relic damage will 

always affect a creature, slicing through any form of protection, to cause damage. There is no immunity 

that can protect from Relic damage. 

Resist 
To resist an effect requires conscious choice and effort. If you are unconscious or unaware of the effect, 

you cannot resist. 

Form Effect 

Spell Guard Stops a low magic spell, that can normally be resisted 
Nullify Magic Stops any spell, that can normally be resisted 
Counter Magic Stops a low magic spell directed at another character 
Reflect Stops a low magic spell and directs it back at the caster, who cannot resist it. 
Deflect Stops a low magic spell, then recasts it at a target within range 

 

Ribbons 
Various skills use ribbons these are shown here for reference: 

Skill Colour 

Blue Potion/Poison 
Red Enchanted Item 
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Various Yellow Locks 
Various Green Traps 

Gold Wraith Form 
Please refrain from wrapping ribbons around items unless they are denoting something in the game. 

Rip Lammie 
A type of lammie whose effects are only known once they are opened. Inside will be instructions of the 

effect of the lammie. Examples of Rip Lammies include: Wounds and Disease. 

Rites Circle 
A construction built to harness and channel energy into fleeting magical effects (event long). 

Ritual Circle 
A construction built to harness and channel energy into lasting magical effects. 

Ritual Ref 
Has responsibility for the ritual circle. 

Root 
The target’s feet are bound by the manipulation of the environment around them. They cannot move 

from that spot for the duration. If you are in an unstable position, you may shift your feet to gain a stable 

position.  

Spells and techniques that use this effect are: Chains of Fire, Shock, Bind, & Pin. If this is in spell form it can 

be resisted with a spell guard, otherwise it can be dodged.  

In all cases of use the call should be appended to ‘… cause ROOT’. i.e. By the invocation of Elemental Fire I 

wrap you in chains, and cause ROOT, or for a person with a bow, just calling ROOT with the shot made. 

Root does not cause damage from any source. 

Shatter  
Shatter effects break weapons and armour. These items cannot be used once shattered but can be 

repaired. The mend spell will repair non-magical items. More powerful items can be repaired by crafters. 

Not all items are able to be shattered. 

Soul Shard 
Each character has several shards their soul is composed of. They can be removed from them by the skill 

Reap Soul, but will recover given enough time, provided they have at least one. After the last shard is taken 

a character is dead, and there is no way to come back from this effect. 

Spell 
An effect generated using magic 

Staff Member 
Volunteers that spend their time at events, and between events, helping run the Game System. Staff 

include Game Team, Refs, Games Desk, Site Setup, Site Maintenance, and First Aid. 
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Superior 
This is a well-made item, which is better than the mundane variety which is available to everybody 

Traps 
Traps will have a thin green ribbon wound around an item. This denotes the item is trapped and will have a 

lammie associated with it concerning further details.  

Wound 
An arm or leg location is brought to 0. It becomes useless 
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